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Success Stories 
My first thoughts in the way of an introduction are the success stories in 
Minnesota's Economic Development. These stories are not the same from one region 
to the next. They share the uniqueness of each region. But they have much in 
common-a goal of making each region a better place in which to live and work-a better 
place for Hometown to prosper and grow. I start with a couple of stories that relate to the 
theory and practice of economic development. 

With Thanksgiving Day coming soon, you have a good chance of sharing a Jennie~O 
Turkey with family and friends. The Jennie-O Turkey Store-the world's largest turkey 
company, processes more than one billion pounds of turkeys annually, distributing its 
product throughout the United States and 26 foreign countries. The Jenny-O Turkey 
Store started here in Willmar. 

 
Another success story-the Willmar Poultry Group and its eight affiliated companies, 
started with the Willmar Poultry Company in 1945, now well-know for hatching high 
quality turkey poults and manufacturing nutritious turkey feeds. Willmar Poultry 
Company's Research and Development department is "leading the industry in creating 
innovative answers to the challenges faced in the hatchery and at the farm." I am pleased 
to learn, also, that Midwest Data is among Willmar Poultry's affiliated companies, 
providing billing and financial services for the Willmar Poultry Group, 39 telephone 
companies, and 50 small businesses. 

These two success stories highlight Willmar's economic base-its exports producing 
industries, of which we'll learn a bit more shortly. These are companies that bring new 
dollars into the community and employ a workforce much larger than ifthey sold their 
goods and services only in Willmar or even Kandiyohi County. These also are highly 
innovative companies that support a high order of entrepreneurship, of which we learned 
something this morning. 

One more story-the growing importance of Willmar as the Regional Center of 
Minnesota's Southwest Central Region. Here we have the residents of four counties-
Kandiyohi, Meeker, McCleod, and Renville-in varying numbers commuting to jobs or 
shopping in Willmar--the largest city and shopping center in this region. While 
commuting to jobs in Willmar takes income earned in Willmar to neighboring counties, 
the reverse is true, of course, with out-of-county shoppers. Clearly, we are becoming 
increasingly interdependent as workers, shoppers, and business owners and managers, 
inside and around our regional centers. 

Over the coming years, Willmar's trade and services sector will continue to expand, even 
faster tlian in past years, as local businesses cater to growing numbers of new customers 
and workers. Willmar's four-county region belongs to the larger Central Region extending 
eastward, which is becoming the fastest growing part of Minnesota. 



Economic Development Overview1 
An economic development overview, even for this event with its emphasis on local 
communities and small businesses, must start with the federal "one size fits all" programs 
for large regions. Building dams for electric power and flood control in the East and 
electric power and irrigation in the West was viewed as an important approach to regional 
economic development in the 1920s and continuing to the 1950s-from Bonneville Power 
to the Tennessee Valley Authority, Grand Coulee and the Columbia Basin Project. 
Building Interstate Highways also was viewed as an important catalyst for regional 
development. 

Conservative columnist David Brooks reminded us of the earlier federal programs 
approach in his recent New York Times article on the Gulf Coast becoming the new 
T.V.A., "the program that serves as a model for what can be done nationwide" in the 
context, however, of a proposed "Urban Homestead Act, which will draw enterprising 
people to the area, giving them an opportunity to own property so long as they are willing 
to work with private agencies to put up their own homes."z This is a new twist on a much 
touted New Deal program that incorporates some current thinking on the role of 
entrepreneurs in community development. 

The underlying theory of economic development has traveled a long way from the federal 
programs for large regions to the private-public partnerships of local communities in small 
regions. Following the culmination of federal dominance in regional development in the 
1960s and the continuing decline offederal spending on these programs in the 
1970s, new approaches in economic development were sought by state and local 
governments. 

Starting in the 1950s, industrial recruiting became an alternative to the huge dambuilding 
programs of earlier years. 

Industry deregulation triggered waves of business consolidation and cost-cutting 
competition starting in the late 1970s. The lowest cost producers were viewed as being 
most competitive-other things being equal. Both cost competition and industry recruiting, 
however, emphasized external determinants of regional growth and development. 

A gradual change occurred in regional development activities with a change in focus from 
external to internal determinants of regional change. Business and industry research 
showed small firms as being the major job generators. Increasing numbers of public and 
private grants began to support research on the sources of new firm development, 
particularly the role of entrepreneurship in new business formation. 

Economic development theory and practice thus evolved from large scale programs to 
individual hometown and small region projects.3 This transformation occurred in several 
stages over the past 50 years, starting with industrial recruiting and continuing with cost 
competition and hometown competitiveness. 

Each of the three stages is described by its guiding theories of economic development, 
organization strategies, and success measures.4 Since the theoretical arguments for each 
stage are intertwined with organization strategies and success measures, I present a 
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discussion of each of these added facets to the story of economic development theory and 
practice in Minnesota. Also included is a brief comment on some lessons learned. 
 
Industrial Recruiting, 19505 to early 19805 
This first section focuses on the period when industrial recruiting: was a major part of 
state and federal development programs, starting in the 1950s and continuing into the 
1980s. A variety of incentives are associated with these programs that are justified by their 
presumed positive impact on a region's exports. 

Guiding theories focus on a region's export base as prime source of theoretical support for 
industrial recruiting. Export base theory views exports-producing industries as driving a 
region's economy and, hence, activities that grow a region's exports are claimed to 
generate new businesses, jobs, and income for the region. 

Accurate predictions of the likely impact of export expansion on a region's exports must 
contend with several formidable hurdles: Firstly, the preparation of accurate and reliable 
industry data for estimating industry multipliers; secondly, the selection and availability of 
appropriate economic models for predicting the impact of any industrial recruiting 
proposa1.s Also, establishing a connection between industrial recruiting and export 
expansion is wrought with great difficulties. Failure to overcome these difficulties leads to 
failure in accurately predicting any economic impact. Theory application and not the 
theory itself accounts for the shortcomings of industrial recruiting impact prediction. 

Various models are available for estimating industry multipliers, that is, the relationship 
between total employment or income and exports-producing employment or income. 
Input-output models of inter-industry transactions also provide estimates of multipliers as 
well as direct estimates of industry exports. Use of the estimated multipliers, or the direct 
estimates of exports, are subject to varying degrees of error and, hence, predictions ITom 
models using these estimates also are less than perfectly accurate. 

Organization strategies in industrial recruiting focus on financial incentives to firms. 
These include incentives like the Greater Minnesota Business Development Public 
Inftastructure Grant Program, Hire Education Loan Program, Minnesota Investment Fund, 
Minnesota Skills Partnership, Minnesota Rail Service Improvement Program, and Small 
Business Loan, and tax incentives, namely, Job Opportunity Building Zones, Tax 
Abatement, and Tax Increment Financing. 

Tax credits, like Tax Increment Financing (TIF), are allotted to private sector industrial 
clients without representation ITom community members most severely affected by these 
credits, that is, local school districts. A July 2005 Policy Briefs ITom The North Central 
Regional Center for Rural Development (NCRCRD) in Ames, Iowa notes "Tax incentives 
in general appear to have small positive effects, particularly in more economically healthy 
areas of the state." 

What really drives site location are business basics-access to affordable supplies of key 

inputs, including skilled labor, proximity to suppliers and customers, and costs of 

transportation and occupancy. Research reports suggest that instead of more tax breaks, 
states and local communities are better served by seeking ways of improving their 
business basics. 7 
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Lack of standards for granting tax credits, non-interest loans, and other subsidies allows 
for discrepancies in the equal treatment of client organizations. LeRoy and Slocum, in a 
recent study of economic development subsidies in Minnesota, note that no Minnesota 
corporations have yet to pay back for non-performance because of failure to meet 
agreement terms. 8 

Industry location consultants are important beneficiaries of the funding, along with the 
client businesses capitalizing on the various recruiting incentives.9 

Industrial recruiting remains an economic development tool to this day despite its 
questionable value in creating new jobs and higher incomes either in theory or practice. 10 

Success measures include job and income goals for client businesses and reaching these 
goals. II The 2002 Minnesota Legislature enacted legislation requiring assisted businesses 
to report whether or not they met their specified goals each year. Only 11 states have this 
requirement. And even states with this legal requirement lack accompanying measures to 
monitor client progress in meeting these goals and, if not meeting goals over a prescribed 
time period, to penalize these businesses. 

Numerous economic impact studies have been conducted since the 1950s to support 
industrial recruiting efforts. Some studies fail to differentiate between basic and nonbasic 
industries and, hence, grossly over-predict the contribution of industrial recruiting to a 
community or region. Using such data for "robbing Peter to pay Paul," appears to work 
only marginally, if at all, as an economic development tool. Not surprisingly, economic 
and econometric studies of industrial recruiting effects generally find no verifiable 
correlation between tax credits and other recruiting incentives and new jobs created. 

In addition, the available location incentives account for a relatively small share of total 
expenditures and usually are not a decisive factor in the location of an exports-producing 
enterprise. Non-exports producing businesses are theoretically less responsive to location 
incentive than exports producing businesses, and they account for fewer deals than 
exports-producing businesses. 12 Re-location of local businesses to another neighborhood 
or community as a response to location incentives deprives the present neighborhood or 
community of jobs and payroll with its added social costs. 

The National Conference of State Legislators Task Force on Economic Incentives met in 
the late 1990s to examine state economic incentives for economic development. They 
reported on the pros and cons of state incentives. 13 Defenders contended that incentives 
are necessary and valuable, that they encourage job creation and keep firms from moving 
and reduce the tax burden on businesses. On the other hand, critics contended that state 
incentives create windfalls for business, reduce funding for education, transportation and 
other government services, and "foster voters' suspicion that government is a matter of 
giveaways and insider deals." 14 Fisher and Peters estimate that state and local subsidies 
total $50 billion a year. 15 

Lessons learned from industrial recruiting help formulate new guiding theories for 
. econoniic development, like Cost-Benefit Theory-a theory of who pays, who gains, who 
plays. Despite many adverse [mdings, industrial recruiting persists for an understandable 
reason: It gives out big monies with no monitoring, no accounting, and no penalties-a 
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"slam-dunk" for all the players. Past experiences point to an additional guiding principal 
of including the adversely impacted, like school districts, in the decision process. 
 
Cost competition, early 19805 to early 19905 
Regional development based on cost competition achieved its greatest importance as an 
economic development tool ftom the early 1980s to the early 1990s. Continuing industry 
deregulation and declining federal budgets were driving forces for cost competition during 
this period. 

Guiding theories supporting cost cutting competition focused on industry deregulation 
that precipitated widespread industry consolidation. The larger producing units allowed 
fixed costs to be spread over a larger volume of production, thus reducing unit costs. 

Market orientation strategies and privatization were encouraged as deregulation became 
the policy rule. 

Industry deregulation reduced external constraints that made possible greater enterprise 
flexibility, thus improving the competitiveness of a region's industries in global markets. 

Cost reducing rationale also supported development of industrial parks and business 
incubators by providing facilities and services to small, new, and disadvantaged 
businesses. 

Organization strategies are two-fold: Industry deregulation to remove industry barriers to 
consolidation and well-placed capital equipment investments to improve labor 
productivity and, thusly, reduce production costs. 

The airline industry is an example of the impact of deregulation on the new competition 
among airlines that resulted in fewer airlines and more airline passenger miles as the cost 
of air travel was reduced. National airlines are exports-producing industries for their hub 
cities. 16 

 
Walmart and other ''big box" retailers engage in cost-cutting product and labor 
procurement practices that allow these retailers to gain increasingly larger market shares. 
Walmart, for example, is applauded as a highly competitive retailer who provides lower 
prices and a wider range of goods and services than available previously for its rural 
customers. 17 

Success measures focus on improving the health of existing industries; post-mortem 
review and analysis of industry consolidation and cost cutting reveal numerous adverse 
consequences for rural communities, e.g., loss of many family farms, along with 
economic base for rural trade centers. 

 
Much Land Grant University research and extension resources are directed towards 
increasing farm and agribusiness productivity and also size. 

Lack of corresponding market growth for farm and food products require fewer farms and 
farmers to satisfy market requirements; hence, the case of agricultural overproduction and 
dumping of excess supplies on foreign markets inhibits growth of foreign agricultural 
enterprise. 
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Less compelling measures of success are the volumes of third-party government funds 
granted for industrial infrastructure, e.g., industrial parks and business incubators. Local 
governments competitively seek these funds. 

Lesson learned from cost competitiveness is that the road to the bottom is one way. 
Across the board cost-cutting has lead to painful, hopeless journeys from the initial 
response of reducing costs to reducing wages to losing business profits, and, finally 
losing the business itself to foreign competition. The end in view is "efficiency" measured 
by output per worker. Cut workers, reduce payroll, and raise profits for the next quarterly 
report to stockholders. Another end in view is "productivity" measured by output per unit 
of combined labor and capital-a longer term view that adds to a region's income and 
wealth, but unlikely to yield good news for the next quarterly report. Sounds like Yogi 
Berra's "take it" response when we come to this "fork in the road." 

 
Hometown Competitiveness, early 1990s to present 
Hometown competitiveness, as an underlying rationale for regional economic 
development, started gaining attention and acceptance in the early 1990s and continued to 
gain ground to the present. 

Guiding theories for homeland competitiveness focus on the internal dynamics of a 
region, namely, increasing its assets, especially its knowledge base for improving business 
competitiveness. Globalization has forced businesses as well as regions to seek new 
sources of competitive advantage. 18 

The new economic geography-focusing on concentrations of economic growth and 
subsequent agglomeration effects-posits cycles of center-periphery divergence as centers 
grow and peripheries declines. Agglomeration economies of the larger growth centers 
pose increasingly greater challenges to rural communities attempting to reverse or even 
stabilize historical trends. 

Industry clusters theory provides support to Greater Minnesota for targeting industries 
that could benefit from organization strategies addressing entrepreneurial opportunities in 
these industries. Industry clusters emerge from the interdependencies among nearby 
input-supplying and final product-producing industries. 

Extending hometown competitiveness theory to the broader regional environment for 
economic development brings added support, like the following: 

 
. 
 . 

 
Amenities, including education and health care services, as well the natural 
environment and its wide open spaces to satisfy worker and retiree preferences. 
Innovation to drive a region's entrepreneurial activity. 19 

 

. Computer networking of new businesses to industry clusters; also, facilitate 
organization of wholesale cooperative associations for family-owned and smaller 
business to counter the procurement economies of large-scale retailers. 

Robust,seedbeds of entrepreneurs' separates regions that keep pace with changing 
competitive conditions from those that cannot. 

Organization strategies for improving hometown competitiveness focus on energizing 



entrepreneurship to trigger the internal dynamics of regional growth and change; 
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identifying industry and knowledge clusters to focus organization strategies; 
commercializing academic research to assist in local and economic development; co-
opting hometown colleges and technical institutes and regional universities in 
establishing regional development as the institution's core mission. 

State and Local Policy Program analysts from the Hubert H. Humphrey Institute of Public 
Affairs reported on rural knowledge clusters based on case studies of Manka to wireless 
technologies, Alexandria automation technologies, and Northwest Minnesota recreational 
transportation equipment. 20 The three case studies were intended to reform and refine 
the rural knowledge clusters model. Report findings tentatively conclude that: 

. History and context matter in the emergence of rural knowledge clusters. 

. Core knowledge base can be a driver in diverse industries and applications. 

. Educational institutions are important feedback mechanisms that foster 
knowledge development within rural knowledge clusters. 

Report findings reported further on implications for MnSCU institutions and their 
organizational strategies as follows: 

. Understand your local economic base. 

Recognize importance of education in broader sense, particularly as it relates 
to employers as customers. 

Balance one-on-one customer relationships with opportunities for partnerships 
that achieve economies of scale and scope. 

. Develop a gateway model for accessing specialized knowledge within the 
MnSCU system. 

Minnesota Department of Employment and Economic Development (DEED) economists 
fmd measures facilitating small business growth that suggest important directions for 
organization strategies. These measures include:21 

. 

. 

. Financial and technical assistance and access to capital are keys to the 
successful introduction of products or services and expansion of a new 
company. 

. Workforce issues, especially training for production and technical workers in 
 Greater Minnesota, are important to regional business growth. 

Health benefits cost containment to reduce adverse effects of health cost 
increases on new business growth. 

. Business services access improvements, including high-speed Internet, to help 
 start-ups grow in Greater Minnesota. 

. Coordinating efforts in arranging seminars and expert advisors would help 
'; newly established firms 

Building hometown and regional competitiveness demands leaders with a richer set of 
development skills than in the past: They must know the region, the market opportunities 
facing its businesses, the skills of its resident workers, and craft strategies that link one to 

. 
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another. This is much more demanding than recruiting businesses from outside the 
regIOn. 

Farm and business succession options exist to retain ownership of retiring owners within 
the owner's hometown or region.22 Local banks and service organizations may help in 
building inventories of prospective retirees who are owners of local farm and business 
enterprises and prospective buyers of these enterprises within the hometown community 
or region; also, small business support would be available to assist new owners in 
successful management practices. 

More dependence on applied academic research findings marks an increasing synergy 
between theory and practice. 

Successful innovation-supported by strong and robust networking within and between 
regions--becomes a key to successful entrepreneurship. 23 

Success measures focus on distinct hometown and regional assets, such as human capital, 
higher education, amenities; post-mortem review and analysis of hometown and regional 
competitiveness not yet available beyond limited case studies. 

 
New business formation is a measure of hometown and regional competitiveness in new 
jobs created and higher labor and business earnings. 

Success measures, to counter the dire predictions of the new economic geography, would 
include the slowing down of population concentrations in the larger metropolitan areas 
with dispersion of both population and jobs to the smaller cities and growth centers in 
non-metropolitan areas. 

Curt Johnson, former Metropolitan Council chair, laments Minnesota's loss of decisive 
action over the past quarter century. He notes that "Two-thirds of economic growth 

. nationally comes from entrepreneurial start-ups. Strangely that is our weak suit. Many of 
our best start-ups leave home for other places. Why?" Johnson notes further that "State 
government seems to have lost any sense of partnership with local governments.,,24 

Lesson learned from hometown competitiveness is two-fold: Build both quality human and 
business environments--quality of human life as measured by jobs, services, and 
amenities, including natural environments, and quality of business life as measured by 
new jobs created and higher incomes earned-and build on a regional scale.25 

 
Summary 
For summary, we simply list some lessons learned from each of the three sets of 
economic development experiences over the past 50 years. 
Lessons learned from industrial recruiting efforts start with a gap between promised 
results and monies spent-a case of "robbing Peter to pay Paul." This gap persists, not in its 
guiding theory, but in application of the theory and interpretation of results. An important 
supporter of industrial recruiting is the location consultant who has much to gain from 
successful recruiting. Third party funding sources, that is, federal for state governinents 
and state for local governments, also favor the industrial client. Adding to corporate under 



performance is the lack of representation in the decision making by 
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parties adversely affected, for example, the local school districts and public education, 
among others. 

Lessons learned come from past efforts in cost com{Jetition reveal a fruitless "race to the 
bottom." Cost cutting is a goal well taken when it leads to greater productivity of resource 
use measured, for example, by output per worker and per unit of capital combined. Actual 
results of cost cutting have been devastating, however, ruining many rural communities as 
local businesses end up competing with "big box" retailers and with no place to go 
following failure. 

Lessons learned come also from successful entrepreneurship which supports hometown 
competitiveness, not one hometown at a time but all hometowns within an economic 
region. Name of the game is regional competitiveness. It comes from building favorable 
business and human environments-as well as networking with other businesses, regional 
colleges and research institutes, including those in other regions. More dependence on 
applied academic research marks an increasing synergy between theory and practice. 

Economic development theory and practice is, indeed, progressing from hometown to 
regional perspectives and collaboration. 
Appendix 

 
Appendix lists several topics central to "lessons learned" from the story of Minnesota's 
economic development theory and practice over the past 50 years. These include brief 
discussions of regions and regional hubs, knowledge clusters and networking, and 
infonnation sources. 

Regions and regional hubs are defined by their unique clusters of industries and 
businesses. Northeast Minnesota has businesses developing technology centers in five 
communities in which technical colleges are located, Northwest Minnesota has research 
and educational resources to develop a variety of manufacturing businesses, West Central 
Minnesota is focusing on building its health care industries, Southwest Minnesota is a 
leading producer of energy from wind power, and Southern Minnesota is home of Mayo 
Clinic and Graduate School in Rochester as well as the long established electronics 
industry in Mankato. 

Each region focuses on two or more hub cities and their highway connections-Northeast 
on U.S. 2 from Duluth-Superior to Grand Rapids, Northwest on U.S. 75 from Moorhead 
to Crookston and U.S. 75 to Grand Forks and Route 32 to Thief River Falls, West Central 
on Highway 28 from Morris to Alexandria, Southwest on Highway 23 from Marshall to 
Willmar, Southern Minnesota on U.S. 14 from Winona to Mankato via Rochester, 
Owatonna, and Waseca, and Central Minnesota on U.S. 10 from St. Cloud extended to 
Brainerd via Little Falls. The six Greater Minnesota Regions are linked together, not only 
by transportation infrastructure, but also industry and common linkages to the Twin 
Cities. A potentially rich communications network exists to keep businesses and 
community leaders in the hub cities in touch with one another and also with their 

. surrow1ding regions. Regions have become the essential unit of economic development. 

About 45 percent of Minnesota's total jobs are in Greater Minnesota shared as follows: 
Northeast 5.7 percent, Northwest 3.1 percent, West Central 4.2 percent, Southwest 5.4 
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percent; Southern 13.8 percent, and Central 12.7 percent. The Twin Cities seven-county 
area accounts for the remaining 55 percent of jobs . 

Knowledge clusters and networking among regional higher education, research, and 
health services institutions are important assets for Minnesota's economic development. 
These include: University of Minnesota: four campuses--MSP, Duluth, Crookston, 
Morris; Minnesota State Colleges: 36 campuses; Minnesota Private Colleges: 26 
campuses; Mayo Medical Clinic, Hospital, and Graduate School. 

Infonnation sources include a wide range of institutions from academic to government, 
business, and not-for-profit organization, and also the Internet, for example, the 
following: 
Research: Center for the Study of Rural America, HHH Center for Public Affairs: 
growing and financing rural entrepreneurs, identifying industry clusters for economic 
development. 

Education: The Center for Rural Entrepreneurship, Heartland Center for Leadership 
Development, The Center for Rural Affairs, Minnesota, Iowa, and Nebraska Cooperative 
Extension Services: hometown competitiveness and entrepreneurship; business retention 
and expansion (BRE). 

Networking: Community Networking Clearinghouse, Regional Alliance for Infonnation 
Networks, Heartland Center for Leadership Development, Community Technology 
Review; Report on Community Networks and Community Technology Centers 
(www.si.umich.edu/community). Learning with Technology in Six Communities 
(www.sri.com/volicv/ctf). Getting Online-A guide to the Internet for Small Towns 
(http://natat.org/ncsc ). 
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